We analyze a microscopic decoherence model in which the total system is described as a spin gas. A spin gas consists of N classically moving particles with additional, interacting quantum degrees of freedom (e.g. spins). For various multipartite entangled probe states, we analyze the decoherence induced by interactions between the probe-and environmental spins in such spin gases. We can treat mesoscopic environments (≈ 10 5 particles). We present results for a lattice gas, which could be realized by neutral atoms hopping in an optical lattice, and show the effects of non-Markovian and correlated noise, as well as finite size effects.
We analyze a microscopic decoherence model in which the total system is described as a spin gas. A spin gas consists of N classically moving particles with additional, interacting quantum degrees of freedom (e.g. spins). For various multipartite entangled probe states, we analyze the decoherence induced by interactions between the probe-and environmental spins in such spin gases. We can treat mesoscopic environments (≈ 10 5 particles). We present results for a lattice gas, which could be realized by neutral atoms hopping in an optical lattice, and show the effects of non-Markovian and correlated noise, as well as finite size effects. Decoherence is a fundamental mechanism believed to be responsible for the transition from the quantum to the classical world [1] . Interactions between system degrees of freedom and (uncontrollable) environment degrees of freedom lead to entanglement, manifesting itself in the decoherence of the system state. Many decoherence models have been discussed in the literature, most prominent among them oscillator bath models [2] and spin bath models [3] . Here, we study a physically motivated model of a mesoscopic inhomogeneous spin bath. In particular, we describe the joint state of system and environment by a spin gas [4] . A spin gas is a system of quantum spins with stochastic time-dependent interactions. A physical model of a spin gas is a system of N classically moving particles with additional, internal spin degrees of freedom. Upon collision, these quantum degrees of freedom interact according to some specified Hamiltonian. Hence, in such spin gases, classical kinematics drives the evolution of the quantum state, and also the decoherence of probe systems. In general, multiple non-consecutive collisions of particles are possible. In this sense, a spin gas provides a microscopic model for nonMarkovian decoherence.
In this letter, we determine an effective, time-dependent map that describes the decoherence process in a spin gas. For specific system-environment interactions, we can treat mesoscopic environments (≈ 10 5 particles) exactly and efficiently. To derive the map, we extend the description of certain states in terms of Valence Bond Solids (VBS) [5] to completely positive maps. We do not restrict the analysis to single-qubit probes, but also consider the effect of decoherence on various (multipartite) entangled probe states (cf. [6] ). Due to the stochastic nature of the interactions, our model does not display symmetries, which otherwise simplify the treatment (see e.g. [8] for homogeneous system-environment interactions). Throughout the paper, we concentrate on a specific realization of a spin gas, the spin lattice gas. However, our methods can be easily applied to decoherence in other spin gases, such as a Boltzmann gas [4] . Spin gases are not only toy models of theoretical interest, but could be experimentally realized with present-day technology and existing setups [7] .
The model: The probe system A consists of N A qubits prepared in some arbitrary state. The qubits of system A interact with uncontrollable degrees of freedom of an environment B, leading to decoherence. We consider a microscopic decoherence model where the environment is described by a spin gas. The internal quantum degrees of freedom of this gas interact according to the time-dependent Hamiltonian
The function g depends on the physical nature of the pairwise spin interaction described by the Hamiltonian H kl . For such systems, we have shown [4, 9] that one can efficiently compute reduced density operators of up to ten particles even for mesoscopic system sizes (≈ 10 5 particles), if all Hamiltonians H kl commute and the initial state of the system is a pure product state. Here, we extend these results to take arbitrary initial system states and mixed environmental states into account, and thereby study the decoherence of multipartite probe states in a mesoscopic environment efficiently and exactly.
For commuting Hamiltonians H kl , the joint state of system and environment at a time t,
These phases are associated with the adjacency matrix Γ(t) of a weighted graph G. The matrix element Γ kl (t) = ϕ kl (t) describes the neighborhood relation of particles k and l, or, equivalently, the interaction history. We are interested in the state of system A, i.e. the reduced density operator ρ A (t) = tr B |Ψ t Ψ t |. The commutation of the interaction Hamiltonians greatly simplifies the computation of this operator: To compute this operator we first take into account only interactions between particles k ∈ A and l ∈ B, since interactions within B do not change the state of system A. In contrast to the general case of non-commuting Hamiltonians [10] , entanglement in the environment does not influence the decoherence properties of the system. On top of that, the interactions within system A itself can be applied to the resulting state afterwards.
In the following, we treat the case H kl = |11 kl 11| and initially completely polarized environment spins, |Ψ B = |+ ⊗N where |± ∝ |0 ± |1 . Extensions to other commuting interaction Hamiltonians and arbitrary (possibly mixed) product environmental states are straightforward. The isomorphism between completely positive maps and mixed states [11] -together with a generalized Valence Bond Solids (VBS) picture [5, 9] -determines the effective map E t that takes an initial state at t 0 = 0 to the state at time t, i.e. ρ A (t) = E t ρ A (0). This map E t can be equivalently described by the state E t = 1l
, and A ′ is an auxiliary system with the same dimension as A. We can express the map in the Pauli basis σ k , where σ 0 ≡ 1l.
A |Φ . The coefficients of the map are given by the coefficients of the state E t written in (tensor products of) Bell bases. As in the case of states [9] , we can separately consider maps (or equivalently the states E (l) t ) resulting from the interaction of the system with a single particle l in the environment. We find E (l)
, where ϕ kl (t) is the effective interaction phase between particles k ∈ A and l ∈ B. The state E t describing the total decoherence process incorporates the influence of all particles l ∈ B. We obtain E t (up to normalization) by calculating the Hadamard product of all E (l) t written in the standard basis, i.e. by component-wise multiplication. The matrix elements of E t expressed in the tensor Bell basis finally determine E t . We find that E t has non-zero components only in the subspace spanned by {|φ k1...kN A } with k j ∈ {0, 3}. The map E thus contains only tensor products of Pauli operators 1l and σ z . Equivalently, we can express the action of the map on an arbitrary probe input state ρ = s,s ′ ρ ss ′ (0)|s s ′ | by determining the evolution of the coherences ρ ss ′ (t). With s A , s ′ A we denote binary vectors of length N A . We can express the coherences as ρ ss ′ (t) = C ss ′ (t)ρ ss ′ (0) with [4] C ss ′ (t) = e 
The (Γ k ) j = Γ kj for each particle k ∈ B are N Adimensional vectors. The method described above can be considered as an extension of the generalized VBS picture for states to one for completely positive maps. In this picture, we can determine the evolution of arbitrary system states in a mesoscopic spin environment, since the computational effort to calculate the maps scales only linearly with the number of particles in the environment (as opposed to exponentially for general system-environment interactions). The size of the probe system is limited to about 10 spins for numerical computations due to exponential scaling with system size N A .
The quantum properties of the system are directly linked to the classical statistical properties of the gas through Γ(t). In general, it is thus necessary to know the classical n-body phase-space distributions to give a complete description of the quantum state. If we assume no control over quantum or classical degrees of freedom of the background gas we should average over all possible collision patterns at any given time [4] :
, where p t (Γ) is the probability that at time t the interaction history is given by Γ.
For some gas models and regimes (like the Boltzmann gas studied in [4] ), correlations play a minor role and one can find analytical expressions for single-particle phase-space distributions. In this paper, however, we study a lattice gas model that exhibits strong correlations, and produce the different random realizations of Γ(t) by direct simulation of the gas.
The lattice model can be possibly implemented in a quantum optical system. It has already been demonstrated that an optical lattice can be used to store ultra-cold atomic gases. The degree of control in these experiments is extraordinary, opening the door to a wide range of experiments and theoretical proposals [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22] . One can choose a parameter regime where each lattice site is occupied by at most one atom [16, 19] . The internal state of the atom (e.g. two meta-stable hyperfine states) can be stored in coherent superpositions over long time-scales (few minutes). Coherent inter-atomic interactions have been achieved by cold collisions [17] . These correspond precisely to the Ising-type interactions chosen here. One can also find schemes [7] to induce a random (incoherent) hopping of atoms from one site to its neighboring sites. Hence, we consider an M ×M lattice containing N particles that randomly hop from site to site with a hopping rate η, and have nearest-neighbor interactions with coupling constant g o . With special relevance to possible experiments, we note that all results in this paper hold even when the environment particles themselves decohere. The only requirement is that the diagonal elements of the environment's state -in the canonical basis-remain unchanged.
Decoherence of a single qubit: For a system consisting of a single qubit A = {1} and an arbitrary environment, the time dependent map corresponding to a particular collisional history is
with λ 00 = (1 + r cos γ)/2, λ 11 = (1 − r cos γ)/2, and λ 01 = (ir sin γ)/2 where r(t) = l∈B cos(
2 . Depending on the parameter regime, semi-quantal gases can follow various collision patterns. Accordingly, the dynamics of their quantum properties can differ considerably. If in every time step δt a given particle collides with a different particle and acquires an interaction phase δ ϕ , the dynamics will be purely Markovian. The coherence of that particle will decay exponentially fast with the number of time steps k = ∆t/δt, |ρ 01 | = [cos(δ ϕ /2)] k = e −∆t/τe with τ e ≈ 8δt/δ 2 ϕ . If, on the other hand, in a small time interval ∆t a given gas particle has collided k times with the same particle, the coherent addition of the interaction phase leads to a Gaussian type of decay:
with τ g = 2δt/δ ϕ . The exponential and the Gaussian decay are the two extreme cases, the dynamics of the coherence |ρ 01 | will usually lie in between. This also holds for the coherences in a multi-qubit density matrix. A complete characterization of the system's decoherence is obtained by averaging the maps E t over the possible collision patterns. The resulting map has the same form as (3), but replacing the coefficients λ ij by their average values. An analytical expression for the time dependence of these averaged coefficients, and hence of the decoherence process, is in general hard to obtain. However, for finite lattices, one can give a precise description of the time dependence.
Decoherence of bipartite entangled states:
We now study the decoherence of different, initially entangled twoqubit states. In order to explore different regimes, we imagine a scenario where the probe particles can be displaced at a constant speed v relative to the gas. By varying the speed v and the distance d between the probe particles, we can highlight two effects: (i) By decreasing the probe speed, we analyze the effect of multiple interactions with the same particle in contrast to interactions with different (independent) particles. (ii) By increasing the distance, we turn from correlated to independent collisions between probe and environment particles. (ii) Large probe speeds, v/a ≫ η, where a is the inter-site spacing. A fixed value ϕ = 0.1 is assigned to the collisional phase every time a probe particle crosses an occupied site. These two scenarios illustrate the difference between Markovian and nonMarkovian environments. A large probe speed enforces a perfect Markovian behavior which matches the analytical curve [24] . Figure 1(b) shows the concurrence at a given time t 1 as a function of the distance for three different entangled states: two Bell states and a cluster state (see figure caption). For Bell states the concurrence is equal to the absolute value of their only non-zero off-diagonal element in the density matrix, and therefore Figure 1 provides direct information about the individual coherences. The figure shows the influence of correlated collisions: coherences ρ 01,10 (in |ψ + ) are robust against correlated noise, and coherences ρ 00,11 (in |φ + ) are especially fragile under correlated noise. The remaining coherences decay in the same way under correlated or uncorrelated noise (hence, the weak distance dependence of |G ). From Fig. 1(b) we also see that the immediate environments of each probe become more independent as d increases.
The different behavior under correlated and uncorrelated collisions can be readily understood. For two probe particles (1 and 2) with very similar collision patterns, i.e., Γ 2j = Γ 1j +δ j for all j, coherences associated with |01 10| will only decay by a factor 2 −NB sB e iδ·sB , while |11 00| will be "super-damped" by 2 −NB sB e i(2Γ1+δ)·sB . Therefore, classical correlations in the collisions, e.g. induced by the geometry of the set-up, can significantly influence the entanglement properties of the system. Decoherence of multipartite entangled states: We now apply our method to investigate the decoherence of different multipartite entangled probe states of N A qubits. Due to the lack of simple, computable multipartite entanglement measures, we use the negativity of bipartitions [14] as an indicator of multipartite entanglement in the system. That means, we consider bipartitions of the system, i.e. a partition consisting of a set of particles A k and its complementĀ k , and investigate the entanglement properties with respect to the 2 NA−1 − 1 independent bipartitions [12] . In general, we get a broad picture of multipartite entanglement in this way. For each bipartition we can determine its negativity N A k = (||ρ TA k || 1 −1)/2 [14] . We define two multipartite entanglement measures: (i) the average negativityN , as the average over all bipartitions,N = 1/(2 (NA−1) − 1) A k N A k , and (ii) N min = min{N A k }. Zero average negativity is a necessary condition for full separability of the state, and N min = 0 is a sufficient condition that the state is not multi-party distillably entangled. We have examined different multipartite entangled probe states that interact with a lattice gas through a pairwise Hamiltonian
z . These states are (linear) cluster states |χ [13] , GHZ-states and W-states |W ∝ NA i=1 |w i , where |w i is the state corresponding to all spins in state zero except the i th that is in one. Since the noise process is basis dependent, we study variants of GHZ states corresponding to different local bases:
⊗NA−1 . The decay of the average negativity is plotted in Fig. 2(a) . To qualitatively understand the different behavior of the curves we first derive analytic results in the limit of independent environments for each particle k ∈ A. In this limit, the decoherence process can be described by a tensor product of single-qubit dephasing maps E (k)
z , where p k = 1 2 (1 + l∈B cos(2ϕ kl (t))). Coherences decay as ρ 01 (t) = (2p k − 1)ρ 01 (0). As before, the precise time dependence of decoherence will be given by the average p(t) = p k Γ(t) over different realizations. We assume that this average value is the same for every probe particle k. Under the action of this dephasing map the family of GHZ states remain diagonal in the GHZ-type basis [12] .
For such states, we can obtain the spectrum of the partial transposed operators with respect to any bipartition analytically [23] , and calculate average negativities for the three GHZ states given above. Here we give those with simple expressions:N =
NA a a(N A − a). Several observations follow from these analytic results for independent environments: (i) Standard GHZ, |Ψ , and W states remain N A -party distillable for all times, since N min only reaches zero asymptotically as t → ∞. This does not hold for the |Ψ ′′ GHZ, which has one partition that becomes disentangled at finite t, nor for |Ψ ′ , for whichN vanishes at a finite time (all partitions are disentangled). In Fig. 2 we see thatN also vanishes at finite time for the cluster state. (ii) In the limit of large system sizes, the average negativity is, to a very good approximation, given by the negativity of the halfhalf partition (the distribution of partitions with k particles is sharply peaked at k = N A /2). (iii) GHZ-type states decay exponentially as we increase the system size N A , while for W the coherences do not vary with the system size, rendering a weak dependence of its average negativity (constant to first order). (iv) For the states studied here, if a partition is initially more entangled than another, it will remain so also at later times. This does not hold in the presence of correlated collisions, which occur when the distance between probe particles is not large with respect to the relevant times t, i.e. d < √ ηt. In finite lattices and after long enough times the above description fails due to inevitable correlated collisions. However, the finite size leads to interesting effects that can also be easily understood. Figure 2(b) shows one such effect: the coherence (and hence the probe's entanglement) lost due to the stochastic interaction with environment spins, is partially recovered after a characteristic revival time. After long times a given environment particle will have collided n k times with a probe particle k. After s ≫ M 2 steps, we describe the distribution of values n k by a Gaussian of mean value n k = n = 4s/M 2 and the variance σ 2 = (n k − n) 2 = αn, where α depends on the particular lattice model. We expect that at long times most blocking effects between environment particles will be washed out, and therefore assume that different environment particles will have independent collision distributions. Hence, the total effect of N B on a particular coherence will scale as C NB , where C is the decay factor of the coherence due to a single environment particle. The value of C is given by an average taken over a Gaussian of mean ϕ o and width σ ϕ : C = cos(2ϕ) = cos(2ϕ o ) exp(−8σ . For the W -state and a given coherence, say ρ w1w2 , the phase is ϕ = ϕ 1k − ϕ 2k , leading to a vanishing mean value and to a purely exponential decay with σ 2 ϕ ≈ α ′′ 2nδ 2 ϕ -which is independent of the system size N A . The exponential decay of the W -state and the periodic revival of the GHZ state can be clearly identified in Fig. 2 
(b).

Summary:
We have studied a microscopic, exact model for non-Markovian decoherence where the joint system is described by a spin gas. Using a generalized VBS picture for maps, we have determined the time-dependent maps for the decoherence process. We studied the decay of entanglement for different multipartite entangled probe states in a lattice gas with a mesoscopic number of particles. Depending on the parameters of the gas, we have shown how to reach qualitatively different regimes such as Markovian-and non-Markovian, and correlated and non-correlated decoherence processes. For finite lattices we find that, although the interactions with the environment are stochastic, entanglement in the probes can spontaneously revive at a time given by the size of the lattice and independent of the number of environment particles.
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